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Latest trends for #COVID19. RoW is now out of control. @video4me
https://twitter.com/video4me/status/1228951955680174080?s=20
Reuters: The sickness, now officially labelled Covid-19, has killed about 2% of those infected. Cases have spread faster than other respiratory viruses this century. @Rover829
https://twitter.com/Rover829/status/1228878453350522880?s=20

03-FEB-2020 :: The #nCoV2019 #coronavirus and the Non-Linearity and Exponential Risks #COVID19
http://j.mp/2uhaSma

@UofT University of Toronto researchers model: #coronavirus epidemic started 1 month earlier than commonly believed (Nov 2019) @V2019N #COVID19
https://twitter.com/v2019n/status/1226900184648450050?s=12

“You can’t get up to that level of cases if the epidemic started in Dec even if you pushed the reproduction high.” -Fisman #NCP

Public Service Announcement from Los Alamos National Laboratory @pmarca
https://twitter.com/pmarca/status/1228516569342345216?s=20

Abstract
The novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV) is a recently emerged human pathogen that has spread widely since January 2020. Initially, the basic reproductive number, $R_0$, was estimated to be 2.2 to 2.7. Here we provide a new estimate of this quantity. We collected extensive individual case reports and estimated key epidemiology parameters, including the incubation period. Integrating these estimates and high-resolution real-time human travel and infection data with mathematical models, we estimated that the number of infected individuals during early epidemic double every 2.4 days, and the $R_0$ value is likely to be between 4.7 and 6.6. We further show that quarantine and contact tracing of symptomatic individuals alone may not be effective and early, strong control measures are needed to stop transmission of the virus.
The Novel Coronavirus, 2019-nCoV, is Highly Contagious and More Infectious Than Initially Estimated

Steven Sanche, Yen Ting Lin, Chonggang Xu, Ethan Romero-Severson, Nick Hengartner, Ruian Ke

doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.02.07.20021154

This article is a preprint and has not been peer-reviewed [what does this mean?]. It reports new medical research that has yet to be evaluated and so should not be used to guide clinical practice.

The Novel Coronavirus, 2019-nCoV, is Highly Contagious and More Infectious Than Initially Estimated #COVID19 http://j.mp/2SGXW1i

we estimated that the number of infected individuals during early epidemic double every 2.4 days, and the R0 value is likely to be between 4.7 and 6.6.

We estimated that the date of the beginning of an exponential growth is December 20, 2019 (CI: December 11 to 26).

This growth rate corresponds to a doubling time of 2.4 days.

Results show that if as low as 20% of infected persons are asymptomatic and can transmit the virus, then even 95% quarantine efficacy will not be able to contain the virus

27-JAN-2020 :: "viruses exhibit non-linear and exponential characteristics" #WuhanCoronavirus #nCoV2019 #coronavirus http://j.mp/2RxwB2I

Novel Coronavirus 2019 Images and B-roll related to the novel coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2, also known as 2019-nCoV) that causes COVID-19. http://j.mp/2SHNYNf
03-FEB-2020 :: The #nCoV2019 #coronavirus and the Non-Linearity and Exponential Risks #COVID19
http://j.mp/2uhaSma

A Non Linear and exponential Virus represents the greatest risk to a Control Machine in point of fact.

"SMASH THE CONTROL IMAGES. SMASH THE CONTROL MACHINE."

WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS

With social media posts about the #coronavirus being censored in #China here’s a bit of cool protest art going around...@StephenMcDonell
If you look closely here you'll see references to #China's tech companies Huawei, Wechat (微信), Alibaba etc. Also 和谐 hexie over the eyes means "harmony" (from former Pres Hu catchphrase). In China if you've been censored you've been "harmonised".
What is clear is that the CCP suppressed information until we reached a Groucho Marx “Who Ya Gonna Believe, Me or Your Own Eyes” moment. 27-JAN-2020 nCoV2019 coronavirus http://j.mp/2RxwB2I
黄香 HUANGXIAN @huangxiang
https://twitter.com/huangxiang/status/1226276167965056?is20
They now turn to rule over the people by means of what could be dubbed “big data totalitarianism” and “WeChat terror.” @ChinaFile #COVID19 Xu Zhangrun http://j.mp/2OJelkE

Xi Jinping and his Algorithmic Control. http://j.mp/3zjgcR
He made a big deal about being “Personally This” and “Personally That“ when meeting @DrTedros @WHO Xi made a point of saying that he was “personally commanding” the response to the outbreak @ChinaFile #COVID19 http://j.mp/2OJelkE


Vanity[a] of vanities, says the Preacher, vanity of vanities! All is vanity. 11 There is no remembrance of former things,[c] nor will there be any re- membrance of later things[d] yet to be among those who come after.
"When agents of the state fear no external checks and balances, it is rational for them to bury bad news, right up until a crisis becomes too big to hide: a dynamic that builds instability into the way China is run." @TheEconomist  @DSORennie
http://j.mp/2HnHVrF

The death of Li Wenliang has shaken China like an earthquake.

In the hours after Dr Li’s death nearly 2m of them shared or viewed a hashtag meaning “I want freedom of speech”, before it was deleted by censors.

Xu Zhangrun, who published a rare public critique of President Xi Jinping over China’s coronavirus crisis, has now been barred from social media, and his friends have not been able to contact him for several days
http://j.mp/2HoWRpL

‘This may be the last piece I write’: prominent Xi critic has internet cut after house arrest
Viral Alarm: When Fury Overcomes Fear An Essay by [ex] Tsinghua University professor Xu Zhangrun @ChinaFile #COVID19
http://j.mp/2OJelkE


Looking at the dubious daily figures for #coronavirus deaths outside of #Hubei and #Wuhan I think a more interesting statistic would be overall reported deaths (all causes) across the country #COVID19
https://twitter.com/EdODriscoll/status/1228946375439724546?s=20

Looking at the dubious daily figures for #coronavirus deaths outside of #Hubei and #Wuhan I think a more interesting statistic would be overall reported deaths (all causes) across the country to compare with previous years. #COVID19

Just as such a pipe dream seemed to capture people’s imaginations, developments in Hong Kong and Taiwan showed how the periphery can suddenly throw the centre off kilter. @ChinaFile #COVID19
http://j.mp/2OJelkE

Events in those places have been so dramatic in fact that they may even offer a ray of hope. For it is perhaps, only perhaps, that with such a path forward—one in which the periphery gradually influences the centre and makes imaginable some kind of peaceful transition, that a particular Chinese Way out of our present political conundrum may be found.
Perhaps too the “besieged city” [of Wuhan], beset as it is by crisis, may also prove to be a Jerusalem—a place of hope and peace; an old city proffering new hope.

To put it another way, a breakthrough originating from the periphery may augur once more [as it did in the 1890s, the 1910s, the 1940s and again in the 1980s] a moment that favors a push towards meaningful constitutional and legal rule in China.

That’s right, we, We the People, for [as I have previously said] how can we let ourselves “survive no better than swine; fawn upon the power-holders like curs; and live in vile filth like maggots”?! 

As I write these words I reflect on my own situation which also dramatically changed in 2018 [when the author published his famous anti-Xi Jeremiad]. For having raised my voice then, I was punished for “speech crimes.”

Thereafter, I was suspended from my job as a university lecturer and cashiered as a professor, reduced to a minor academic rank. I was placed under investigation by my employer, Tsinghua University; my freedoms have been curtailed ever since.

Writing as I do herein, I can now all too easily predict that I will be subjected to new punishments; indeed, this may well even be the last piece I write. But that is not for me to say.
Confronted by this Great Virus, as all of us are right now, I feel as though a vast chasm has opened up before us all and I feel compelled to speak out yet again. There is no refuge from this viral reality and I cannot remain silent.


I am sure Xi sees Hong Kong and Taiwan like a virus and he is looking to impose a quarantine just like he has imposed on Xinjiang. [http://bit.ly/2VlypvG](http://bit.ly/2VlypvG)
The Black Swan (2007) discusses the risks of a virus spreading owing to the increased connectivity in the modern environment. Connectivity increases fattailedness. @nntaleb https://twitter.com/nntaleb/status/1223986811300646912?s=20

prove how globalization takes us into Extremistan: the notion of species density. Simply, larger environments are more scalable than smaller ones—allowing the biggest to get even bigger, at the expense of the smallest, through the mechanism of preferential attachment we saw in Chapter 14. We have evidence that small islands have many more species per square meter than larger ones, and, of course, than continents. As we travel more on this planet, epidemics will be more acute—we will have a germ population dominated by a few numbers, and the successful killer will spread vastly more effectively. Cultural life will be dominated by fewer persons: we have fewer books per reader in English than in Italian (this includes bad books). Companies will be more uneven in size. And fads will be more acute. So will runs on the banks, of course.

Once again, I am not saying that we need to stop globalization and prevent travel. We just need to be aware of the side effects, the trade-offs—and few people are. I see the risks of a very strange acute virus spreading throughout the planet.
A Non Linear and exponential Virus represents the greatest risk to a Control Machine in point of fact
https://www.rich.co.ke/rctools/wrapup.php
you will all be no better than fields of garlic chives, giving yourselves up to being harvested by the blade of power, time and time again. @ChinaFile #COVID19 http://i.mp/2OJelkE

[ “garlic chives,” Allium tuberosum, often used as a metaphor to describe an endlessly renewable resource.]

What is thriving, however, is all that ridiculous “Red Culture” and the nauseating adulation that the system heaps on itself via shameless pro-Party hacks who chirrup hosannahs at every turn @ChinaFile #COVID19 http://i.mp/2OJelkE

A polity that is blatantly incapable of treating its own people properly can hardly be expected to treat rest of the world well. Such places will only be able to find their assumed pulchritude reflected back at them in mirror of their imperial self-regard http://i.mp/2OJelkE

27-MAY-2019 :: In one fell swoop, President Xi Jinping was President for Life. President Xi is on a Pedestal #國慶節 #国庆节 http://bit.ly/2I3G9fg
The People are no longer fearful
Mass sentiment can be summed up in the line [made famous
in Bei Dao’s 1976 poem]: I—DO—NOT—BELIEVE! @ChinaFile #COVID19
http://j.mp/2OJeIkE

27-JAN-2020 :: “Who Ya Gonna Believe, Me or Your Own Eyes” #nCoV2019
#coronavirus #COVID19
The section in the box has never been seen before in any #coronavirus and is comprised of several bat species. Be this didn’t occur naturally, it’s thought to be made in a lab. @davegreenidge57

https://twitter.com/davegreenidge57/status/1228267306310131713?s=20

It might be good to take a step back to see where some of the controversy is about the #SARSCoV2 virus. The section in the box has never been seen before in any #coronavirus and is comprised of several bat species. Be this didn’t occur naturally, it’s thought to be made in a lab.

The possible origins of 2019-nCoV coronavirus Botao Xiao1,2* and Lei Xiao3 #COVID19

http://j.mp/2SL0uLM

An article published on The Lancet reported that 41 people in Wuhan were found to have the acute respiratory syndrome and 27 of them had contact with Huanan Seafood Market 3. The 2019-nCoV was found in 33 out of 585 samples collected in the market after the outbreak. The market was suspicious to be the origin of the epidemic, and was shut down according to the rule of quarantine the source during an epidemic. The bats carrying CoV ZC45 were originally found in Yunnan or Zhejiang province, both of which were more than 900 kilometers away from the seafood market. Bats were normally found to
live in caves and trees. But the seafood market is in a densely-populated district of Wuhan, a metropolitan of ~15 million people. The probability was very low for the bats to fly to the market. According to municipal reports and the testimonies of 31 residents and 28 visitors, the bat was never a food source in the city, and no bat was traded in the market. There was possible natural recombination or intermediate host of the coronavirus, yet little proof has been reported. **Was there any other possible pathway?** We screened the area around the seafood market and identified two laboratories conducting research on bat coronavirus. Within ~280 meters from the market, there was the Wuhan Center for Disease Control & Prevention (WHCDC) (Figure 1, from Baidu and Google maps). WHCDC hosted animals in laboratories for research purpose, one of which was specialized in pathogens collection and identification. In one of their studies, 155 bats including Rhinolophus affinis were captured in Hubei province, and other 450 bats were captured in Zhejiang province. The expert in collection was noted in the Author Contributions (JHT). Moreover, he was broadcasted for collecting viruses on nation-wide newspapers and websites in 2017 and 2019. He described that he was once attacked by bats and the blood of a bat shot on his skin. He knew the extreme danger of the infection so he quarantined himself for 14 days. In another accident, he quarantined himself again because bats peed on him. He was once thrilled for capturing a bat carrying a live tick. Surgery was performed on the caged animals and the tissue samples were collected for DNA and RNA extraction and sequencing. The tissue samples and contaminated trashes were source of pathogens. They were only ~280 meters from the seafood market. The WHCDC was also adjacent to the Union Hospital (Figure 1, bottom) where the first group of doctors were infected during this epidemic. It is plausible that the virus leaked around and some of them contaminated the initial patients in this epidemic, though solid proofs are needed in future study. The second laboratory was ~12 kilometers from the seafood market and belonged to Wuhan Institute of Virology, Chinese Academy of Sciences. This laboratory reported that the Chinese horseshoe bats were natural reservoirs for the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) which caused the 2002-3 pandemic. The principle investigator participated in a project which generated a chimeric virus using the SARS-CoV reverse genetics system, and reported the potential for human emergence. A direct speculation was that SARS-CoV or its derivative might leak from the laboratory. In summary, somebody was entangled with the evolution of 2019-nCoV coronavirus. In addition to origins of natural recombination and intermediate host, the killer coronavirus probably originated from a laboratory in Wuhan. Safety level may need to be reinforced in high risk biohazardous laboratories. Regulations may be taken to relocate these laboratories far away from city center and other densely populated places.
Looking at the phylogenetic tree recently published derived using all the full genome sequence, we see the 2019-nCoV virus does not have clear monophyletic support given the bootstrap value of 75 (Fig 1). #COVID19
http://j.mp/2uhaSma

There is no doubt that there is a novel sequence in 2019-nCoV; we confirmed this via sequence alignment. Here’s the DOT plot #COVID19
http://j.mp/2uhaSma

#BREAKING James Lyons-Weiler(Researcher) : say coronavirus are artificial viruses from the laboratory. #coronavirus #China #WuhanCoronavirus #COVID19 @rntk____
https://twitter.com/rntk____/status/1228885174227742721?s=12
I cannot vouchsafe this Article but am sharing it for you to make up your mind

I am a senior Chinese military intelligence officer and I know the truth about the coronavirus outbreak. It is far worse than the media are telling you. @reddit Posted byu/Wuhanvirusthrowaway #COVID19
http://j.mp/38AhsDe

Let me return to the virus. Last year, large-scale anti-government protests erupted in Hong Kong. The Standing Committee of the Chinese Communist Party considered these to be a grave threat to the integrity and stability of the motherland. The U.S. government and the EU both knew that the Chinese were secretly working on a biological agent that was supposed to make the protesters docile and obedient. Without going into detail, I worked on that project. We tried to develop a sort of spray that could be dispersed from helicopters or drones and that would lead to mental retardation and behavioural change. Naturally, as Hong Kong is one of the most open and international cities in the world, the Party decided that it was too risky to release the agent in Hong Kong without first testing it.

Xi Jinping and his Algorithmic Control.
http://j.mp/32zjgcR

Unless we are now going to Xinjiang the Whole World [A Million People Are Jailed at China’s Gulags. I managed to escape.
Here’s what really goes on inside @haaretzcom “children are being taken from their parents, who are confined in concentration camps, and being put in Chinese orphanages,” he says.
“Women in the camps are receiving inoculations that make them infertile’’}, the current modus operandi is running on empty.

07-OCT-2019 :: I am sure Xi sees Hong Kong and Taiwan like a virus and he is looking to impose a quarantine just like he has imposed on Xinjiang. http://bit.ly/2VlypvG

“The Folks in Hong Kong [whom Xi is seeking to unmask so he can exercise algorithmic control over them] are in open rebellion. Joshua Wong told German Media “Hongkong ist das neue Berlin” referencing the “Ich bin ein Berliner” speech given by United States President John F. Kennedy on June 26, 1963, in West Berlin.

I am sure Xi sees Hong Kong and Taiwan like a virus and he is looking to impose a quarantine just like he has imposed on Xinjiang.

The Chinese Dream has become a nightmare at the boundaries of the Han Empire.

The periphery requires a lot more finesse than more blunt force. But he can rely on a US President whose dereliction of his international duty is now in plain sight.

07-OCT-2019 :: China turns 70 @TheStarKenya http://bit.ly/2VlypvG

“Longing on a large scale makes history"

05-MAR-2018 :: China has unveiled a Digital Panopticon in Xinjiang http://bit.ly/2NQXgqB

The actions in Xinjiang are part of the regional authorities’ ongoing “strike-hard” campaign, and of Xi’s “stability maintenance” and “enduring peace” drive in the region.

I wish the “first they came for the Uyghurs” trope were not coming true. medical metaphor (“thought virus”) has become medical reality, state’s favorite tools of tech, confinement and control over individuals. https://twitter.com/JimMillward/status/1228146615980118016?s=20

I wish the “first they came for the Uyghurs” trope were not coming true. But I fear the medical metaphor (“thought virus”) has become medical reality, and the state’s favorite tools of tech, confinement and control over individuals are now all they can think to employ in a crisis
For this, it needed a great number of human guinea pigs. Two groups were identified for this. First, we rounded up a large number of so-called "islamic radicals" in Xinjiang Province and took them to what we called "training camps". We exposed the inmates to various "alpha" experimental agents. As these were odourless and invisible, the subjects were not aware that they were taking part in medical trials. The resulting high rates of cancer, premature dementia, suicidal depression and death by organ failure could easily be suppressed, as the camps are located in very remote parts of our motherland.

Once the initial experiments had yielded a "beta" agent, it was transported to Hubei Province, where it was deployed in a special military testing facility outside the city of Wuhan. Using the social credit scores — which are taken from online activity, electronic shopping behaviour and reports from informers in civil society — we selected some of the worst offenders. Initial results were encouraging. To put it in a more direct Western manner, they started to melt. Death usually occurred through multiple organ failure. This was preceded by at least five days of severe agony which could not be alleviated by painkillers. It was at this time that I first violated our protocol: one subject, an elderly lady who had published defamatory cartoons of our President, begged me for death with such insistence that I took pity and shot her. I was reprimanded, but fortunately the complaint was dropped when I agreed to reimburse the cost of the bullet. I swore to myself never again to show such unnecessary emotion. Once we realised that the Agent had escaped and would start to spread, we swiftly put all of Wuhan into lockdown.
I was one of those tasked to manage the fallout of the contamination. Of course we could not keep such a huge undertaking secret, so we decided to order our state media to report that a "coronavirus" had broken out in Wuhan. Within a week, there were so many corpses that we did not know what to do with them, so we ordered the surviving social credit prisoners to drive the bodies into the countryside and bury them in mass graves. My faith in the Party was shaken even more deeply when I learnt what had happened to Dr Li Wenliang. He was one of the few doctors who refused falsely to diagnose flu patients with the "coronavirus". As a punishment, he was sent to help transport dead bodies to mass graves. The expectation was that he would be infected with the Agent and die an agonising death, but to our great surprise, he did not contract the illness. Around the same time, it became clear that the Agent was entirely beyond our control. It was spreading like wildfire throughout Hubei Province and beyond, infecting tens of millions and causing them all to die. The Agent is far, far more contagious than that, and its fatality rate, unlike the "coronavirus", is not 2%. No, its fatality rate is 100%. Nobody recovers from it. Everybody who contracts it dies. And a lot of people are contracting it. Hubei Province lies in ruins.

The various travel restrictions and lockdowns that have been imposed were not created to stop the spread of the Agent — none of them can stop it, not embargoes, not face masks or hand sanitiser — but to stop the survivors from seeing the catastrophe with their own eyes. I am part of the greatest cover-up in human history: the hiding of the deaths of tens of millions. Very soon, Hubei Province will be no more than a giant mortuary, and the truth will come out. But then my superiors sent me to Huoshenshan. I was shown around the installation by a military police officer called Corporal Meng (this is not his real name). It was there that I saw the truth. And so, wearing this special equipment, I went to Huoshenshan with Corporal Meng. Whatever you want to call that place, it is not a hospital.

Huoshenshan
There was one more set of doors, and beyond them lay what the Corporal called the "Core". And it was there that I saw it — piles and piles of dead bodies, stacked on top of one another all the way to the ceiling. The Corporal led me to the Core. I cannot count how many there were, but it was many, many thousands. And in the midst of the piles of corpses was a kind of path, and I heard a roaring sound in the distance. I simply could not believe what lay at the end of that path in the Core.

*It was an enormous furnace, with great fires roaring within.*

Current SO$_2$ levels are extremely elevated, at 1700ug/m$^3$, where 80ug/m$^3$ is considered dangerously high. @inteldotwav
https://twitter.com/inteldotwav/status/1226285072120262656?s=20
Of course the World Health Organisation also helped us. For a long time, the only issue with the WHO has been that we have been locked in a contest with the Americans about who bribes them more. They released all sorts of sophisticated misinformation about having decoded the DNA of the so-called coronavirus. All this has allowed us to stave off a global panic.

For now. Yet the situation was worsening with astonishing speed. I am reluctant to reveal too much on this point, as it would make it too easy for my enemies to identify me, but we quickly began to implement measures to protect our most senior leaders.
If you look at the world news, you will see that Xi Jinping, our President, disappeared for approximately one week after the outbreak, before being seen again with the leader of Cambodia. You should know that the person who met the Cambodian leader was not President Xi. It was a body double who had, for many years, been trained to look and sound just like our President.

In fact Xi does not look like Xi does he?

President Xi is of course not careless enough to risk his own death. He is safely ensconced in a secret bunker underneath Zhongnanhai, the headquarters of the Party in Beijing. Nor was he the only leader who is in hiding. In fact, I can assure you that over half of all senior Party members are currently being imitated by trained actors who are following instructions given to them via special implants. Do you really think that our Prime Minister would risk his life
by going to Wuhan? All of this means that our government has become utterly paralysed and the functions of the state have been taken over by the military.
“A paranoid is someone who knows a little of what's going on.” — William S. Burroughs

https://www.rich.co.ke/srch/results.php?str=burroughs

Malcolm Gladwell ‘’Tipping Point’’ moment in an epidemic when a virus reaches critical mass. It’s the boiling point. It’s the moment on the graph when the line starts to shoot straight upwards. #nCoV2019

http://j.mp/2RxwB2l

In an article in 2014 about Ebola I called it the moment of ‘’escape velocity’’ and wrote ‘’viruses exhibit non-linear and exponential characteristics’’

Malcolm Gladwell described the ‘’Tipping Point’’ as the name given to that moment in an epidemic when a virus reaches critical mass. It’s the boiling point. It’s the moment on the graph when the line starts to shoot straight upwards. In an article in 2014 about Ebola I called it the moment of “escape velocity” and wrote “viruses exhibit non-linear and exponential characteristics”
@BillGates said. “This disease, when it comes to Africa, will be more dramatic than in China – and I don’t want to play down what is happening in China.” #COVID19 http://j.mp/2wdkxuH

27-JAN-2020 :: Bill Gates kept telling us a pandemic was coming, in Oct 2019 he ran a simulation of a Coronavirus pandemic, just three months later the real Coronavirus pandemic begins.” @HenryMakow #COVID19 http://bit.ly/2RxwB2l

In an article carried in Business Insider in October last year Bill Gates said the following thinks a coming disease could kill 30 million people within 6 months - and Gates presented a simulation by the Institute for Disease Modeling that found that a new flu like the one that killed 50 million people in the 1918 pandemic would now most likely kill 30 million people within six months.

#Coronovirus : @BillGates warns of 10 million deaths as virus spreads to Africa @Telegraph #COVID19 http://j.mp/31VzHke

“Ebola is terrible, but it’s not like a lightning flu,” he said.
“This coronavirus has a lot of similarities to a very bad flu, in terms of the death rate, so far more like the 1957 flu outbreak.”
“But this is way worse than a typical seasonal flu and of course we have no immunity.
“Will this get into Africa or not and if so, will those health systems be overwhelmed?
“If you look at Ebola, most of the excess deaths were caused because the health service shut down. It’s not just the direct effect, it’s also the panic, the overload, and the things that effect health workers, because you’re already at very limited capacity.
“This disease, if it’s in Africa it’s more dramatic than if it’s in China, even though I’m not trying to minimise what’s going on in China in any way.”

Now, listen….very, very, carefully..”either naturally caused OR INTENTIONALLY CAUSED.” @billgates @AlisabethSubra1 VIDEO https://twitter.com/AlisabethSubra1/status/1228932081100574721

27-JAN-2020 :: I have to assume that the Corona virus is already in Africa but just not diagnosed. Thats a racing certainty. #COVID19 http://bit.ly/2RxwB2l

Within Africa, Egypt, South Africa, Ethiopia, Mauritius, Morocco, Nigeria and Kenya topped the list. @Patreon @unisouthampton @WorldPopProject
http://j.mp/39CuVuE

03-FEB-2020 :: Bole is the epicenter of China Africa connectedness  #nCoV2019
http://j.mp/2uhaSma

#NCP #2019_nCoV @flyethiopian is playing a positive role in corona virus control-moving assistance. @ChinaEmbAddis
https://twitter.com/ChinaEmbAddis/status/1227107287048826880?s=20

It has been a key tradition of the airline to serve its customers and Africa under both good and bad times.

In hindsight it won’t look clever to have dragged 55 African heads of state, European President, Trudeau, Guterres, Norwegian PM and their gigantic delegations
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1227116169951399936?s=20

We’re talking about thousands of centrally placed persons in all their home countries. Now lots of patient zeroes

This should be interesting @alykhansatchu
https://twitter.com/alykhansatchu/status/1226161896526663680?s=20
MARKETS

@WHO it was "way too early" to predict the end of the epidemic. "This outbreak could still go in any direction," the @DrTedros warned BBC @StephenMcDonell #COVID19

2020 Returns...@charliebilello
https://twitter.com/charliebilello/status/1228674036466667521?s=20

Tesla $TSLA: +91%
Bitcoin: +41%
$MSFT: +18%
Amazon $AMZN: +16%
$GOOGL: +13%
Apple $AAPL: +11%
Nasdaq 100 $QQQ: +10%
Long-term Treasuries $TLT: +7%
S&P 500 $SPY: +5%
Gold $GLD: +4%
Bonds $AGG: +2%
Small Caps $IWM: +1%
China $FXI: -3%
Copper $JJC: -7%
Oil $USO: -15%
When will GOLD go back to All Time Highs? Still more than 16% below its all-time high of USD 1895 reached in September 2011 @themarketear
https://themarketear.com/posts/cV7KNEoRL-

13-JAN-2020 :: given the uncertainty I have outlined, Gold looks well underpinned and might even have a Banner Year.
27-JAN-2020 :: Markets bought Gold and G7 Bonds on Friday as Investors dived into Safe Havens, Next week we could see these moves turn parabolic #nCoV2019
http://j.mp/2RxwB2I

2-SEP-2019 :: the China EM Frontier Feedback Loop Phenomenon.
http://j.mp/2kokeYv
The crash in Chinese coal consumption vs history #nCoV2019
https://themarketear.com/posts/cEGV87bHbM

$DXY: US Dollar 5-Day Chart @FXPIPTITAN [to STRENGTHEN]
https://twitter.com/FXPIPTITAN/status/1228763259848683520?s=20
EURUSD Daily Chart: @FXPIPTITAN [PARITY CALLING]
https://twitter.com/FXPIPTITAN/status/1228750756720721920?s=20

USDZAR to hit 15.50 minimum
Interesting that Ghana Cedi Egypt pound and Kenya Shilling outperforming

Global foreign exchange rates
Currencies against the US dollar, year-to-date change

27-JAN-2020 :: Markets bought Gold and G7 Bonds on Friday as Investors dived into Safe Havens, Next week we could see these moves turn parabolic #nCoV2019
http://j.mp/2RxwB2l